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York Conferences, at the
University of York, are
delighted to be working
in partnership with
Mosaic Events.
Mosaic Events is an established York–based event
management company who have a proven track
record of delivering effective event management
services over the past 14 years.
We do this by providing a streamlined registration
system backed up by our leading event
management software, which enables us to offer
24-hour online reporting for our clients. While
being the main point of contact for both client
and your delegates for information, confirmation,
expert insight and recommendations our system
minimises administration times and provides the
delegate with a greater level of autonomy.
In aid of transparency and smooth lines of
communication, we provide project plans and
detailed time sheets: through this, we offer clarity
on what we promise and accountability. Mosaic
Events will produce and pull together individual
elements of any event which also includes
income generation, abstract, speaker, sponsor
and delegate management, we can provide
support to fit your budget.
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Delegate Registration and
Management Services
To suit every budget, we have three different
packages available:

Silver Package
This package is suitable for an event that
requires the online registration system and
card payments but no website.
As part of this package we will:
nnRegister bookings online and/or via phone,

post, or email
nnAct as a main point of contact for delegates

leading up to the event
nnAssist with accommodation bookings made

through the registration system
nnEncourage delegates to promote the event

by giving them the opportunity to forward
an invitation for the event to their colleagues
during the registration process
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nnProvide real–time reports and allow access

to view registered delegates at any time
(password protected and unique to you)
nnProvide pre–and post–event surveys, as well

as cancellation and regret surveys
Delegate Payment Terms
nnDelegates will be required to pay in full as
part of the registration process to prevent
outstanding funds in the run up to the event
nnWe will provide online, real–time reports
containing a summary of payments and all
monies collected
Card charges will apply at 1.8% and must be covered by
nn
the event expenditure as these cannot be passed onto
the delegate from January 2018. On your final balance
transfer from Mosaic Events a 1.8% deduction will be
applied for any conference fees that have been collected
online by debit or credit card, a report will be available to
highlight the transactions this has been applied to. We
suggest that this cost is absorbed into the overall event
ticket price and therefore please ensure this is included
within your event budget.

nnEnable delegates to book their breakout

sessions as part of their registration
nnAllow delegates to sign up guests and make

bulk registrations
nnAllow delegates to cancel their places online
nnEnsure that an automated email confirmation

is sent to each delegate upon registration1
nnEnsure that each delegate receives email

confirmation again 7–10 days prior to the
event, complete with relevant logistical
information–e.g. maps and directions1

Minimum Numbers: 50 people
Internal Rate–£8.00 no VAT per person
External Rate–£9.60 including VAT
per person
1Please note that, in line with legal requirements, emails sent
by Mosaic Events feature an ‘opt–out’ option, which provides
delegates with the option not to receive further correspondence;
if delegates choose to ‘opt–out’ of receiving future emails, they will
not receive further communication from us.
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Gold Package
This package is ideal if you require a basic
website, email marketing, the ability to
take payments by cheque and bank transfer
and require badging.
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Minimum Numbers: 50 people
Internal Rate–£14.60 no VAT per person
External Rate–£17.40 including
VAT per person

In addition to the items offered in the Silver
Package, the following is included in the
Gold Package:

Customised 5–Page Website
nnA customised, mobile–friendly website made

up of content tailored to the individual event–
for example, including information on the
venue, programme, sponsors and speakers2
nnThe website will be integrated with social

networking sites, like Facebook, Twitter
and LinkedIn

Emails
nnFour marketing emails, created using a basic

template (logo and images only), will be
distributed in advance of the event

Delegate Payment Terms
nnWhile delegates continue to have the option

to pay via card, they will also have the
option to request an invoice–allowing them
to pay via bank transfer or cheque
nnMosaic will chase for payment of all invoices

in advance of the event

Badging
nnA clip–and–pin badge, with a single–sided,

2 Please note that, as part of the Gold Package, a maximum of 5
hours will be put aside for the completion of the website. Further
hours will be chargeable–please see section entitled ‘Additional
Items’ for more information.

full–colour printed insert for each delegate
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Platinum Package
In addition to the items offered in the Silver and
Gold Packages, the following is included in the
Platinum Package.

Website3
nnA domain name and email will be set up for

up to one year in order to support the event
nnAs many pages on the website as you require

Badging
nnA plain–tube lanyard with safety clip, a clear

plastic wallet and a double–sided, full–colour
printed insert for each delegate4

Emails
nnEight marketing emails, created using a

bespoke email template, will be distributed in
advance of the event
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Minimum Numbers: 50 people Internal
Rate–£23.00 no VAT per person
External–£27.60 including
VAT per person
For all three packages please note:
Card charges will apply at 1.8% and must be covered
b the event expenditure as these cannot be passed
onto the delegate from January 2018. On your final
balance transfer from Mosaic Events a 1.8% deduction
will be applied for any conference fees that have been
collected online by debit or credit card, a report will be
available to highlight the transactions this has been
applied to. We suggest that this cost is absorbed into
the overall event ticket price and therefore please
ensure this is included within your event budget.
Anything between 1–250 delegates, prices as shown
as above anything between 250–500 discount a further
£1.00 per person off the package shown. Anything
over 500 people a further £1.00 per person discount.
3 Please note that, as part of the Platinum Package, a
maximum of 10 hours will be put aside for the completion of
the website. Further hours will be chargeable–please see
section entitled ‘Additional Items’ for more information. 4
Please note that Mosaic Events are able to offer branded
lanyards for an additional charge.
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Accommodation booking service
The University of York can offer on-site accommodation
at various locations across campus and at various
times throughout the year.
The facilities include:
Free Wifi
En-suite and standard bedrooms (B&B accommodation)
Communal self-catered kitchens (Hostel accommodation)
On-site supermarket, launderette and vending machines
Campus cafes including Costa and Starbucks
Access to the facilities at York Sport Centre and York
Sport Village including swimming pool and fitness suite

This service is available complimentary
when taking any of the delegate
registration and management service
packages.
Minimum Numbers: A minimum of 10
bedrooms must be booked otherwise there will
be a fee of £100 internal or £100 + VAT for
external clients.
This service is also available separately with a
set-up fee of £150 for internal clients and £150
+ VAT for external clients applicable.

For those times during the year when the University is at full capacity or if you require additional rooms we can
support your event with a full accommodation booking service. For your delegates' convenience we can provide
a selection of hotels, apartments and bed and breakfasts at different price levels within the City of York.
Once we have an agreed selection your delegates will be able to book these via the registration system at the
same time as they book their conference place.
All payments will be managed via the system and collected prior to the stay and the agreed event cancellation
policy would apply. Bedrooms are secured on an allocation basis, any unsold rooms will simply be released
back to the hotel to re-sell by a cut-off date (usually at least two months ahead of the conference starting) limiting
your liability. We would always encourage delegates to book early and these would be offered on an first come
first served basis.
In addition to the above we will ensure the hotels are provided with a list of guests and that the process is fully
managed and hassle free for you.
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Abstract Management
Our Abstract Management service enables

Authors to:
nnEnter their details and have them captured

and saved by the system
nnComplete an online form of optional or
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nnSend built–in emails to give authors the

committee’s decisions
nnGive submissions a conference programme

number and presentation type, such as Oral,
Poster, Invited etc.
nnLog Committee decisions
nnSet up the complete programme structure

mandatory questions
nnSave an incomplete form to be continued later
nnAmend their submissions at any time in

advance of the submission closing date
nnSubmit abstracts or papers quickly and easily

by clicking a link
nnMake multiple submissions

Abstract Management–Cost Breakdown
Mosaic Events can offer Abstract
Management as detailed above for a nominal
fee of
Internal Rate – £550 no VAT
External Rate – £660 including VAT

nnReceive an automatic acknowledgement

Reviewers to:
nnLog on and grade and comment on

abstracts online

Conference Administrators to:
nnMonitor submissions and the reviewing process
nnMark submissions as Accepted/Rejected/

Rework/Withdrawn
nnReceive built–in emails to help keep in touch

with the reviewers
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Project Management
Utilising our Project Management service means
that you will be entitled to
nnAn assigned member of the team who will

handle your event and be your designated
Project Manager and manage the overall
project plan
nnA project plan outlining key responsibilities,

including a timeline of activity
nnA schedule of meetings in the run up to the
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Project Management–Cost Breakdown
Please note that a ‘day’ is equivalent to 7 hours
of work.

Internal Rate–£325 no VAT per day
External Rate–£390 including VAT
per day
Based on a two day event for 200 people,
estimated costs six days consultancy

event, organised in conjunction with the
planning committee. Your Project Manager
will arrange agendas in advance of these
meetings, and also take minutes and circulate
these following meetings
nnAdvice on the event programme and how

to run this
nnMonitoring of the event budget, we

will ensure that budget guidelines are
being adhered to and provide financial
performance reports as required
nnA post–event breakdown of the event’s costs

and income
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Income Generation, Sponsorship, and
Exhibition Sales
As part of our income generation, sponsorship
and exhibition sales option, Mosaic Events will
nnPromote your event to sponsors and

exhibitors to maximise revenue
nnReview your current sponsorship

and exhibition packages and make
recommendations to maximise income
nnCreate a bespoke commercial opportunities

document to distribute to supporters
nnUtilise email, telephone, face–to–face

meetings and social media to promote
commercial opportunities
nnManage sponsors and exhibitors leading
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Income generation, sponsorship,
and selling exhibition
This service is charged both in terms of time
and income generated. Please note that a ‘day’
is equivalent to 7 hours of work

Internal Rate–£325 no VAT per day
External Rate–£390 Including VAT
per day
To secure two main sponsors and 10
exhibition stands estimated costs
six days consultancy.
Please note in addition to the above fees we
take 10% of the overall income generated for
each event.

up to the event; Mosaic Events will provide
sponsors with booking forms, collect
booking forms, respond to sponsor queries
and handle invoicing
nnSupport sponsors and exhibitors on the

day of the event and ensure that their
expectations are fully met
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Event Marketing–Promoting Your Event
As part of our Event Marketing we will
nnProduce and enact a marketing plan–

complete with an email schedule, plan
for social media posts, possible literature
distribution opportunities, and telephone
marketing campaign
nnDevelop ideas to maximise delegate attendance
nnUndertake primary research to tap into

new audiences

Event Marketing–Cost Breakdown
Please note that a ‘day’ is equivalent to 7
hours of work

Internal Rate–£325 no VAT per day
External Rate–£390 including VAT
per day
Based on a two day event for 200 people,
estimated costs six days consultancy
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Poster Management
We will:
nnUse our knowledge and experience to

maximise floor space at the venue and draw
up floor plans to ensure posters are laid out in
the best format
nnEnsure that all health and safety regulations

are adhered to and that all poster authors are
being given the advice required
nnAct as the main point of contact for authors

leading up to the event
nnAssist with author requests in terms

of accommodation, travel and other
requirements
nnSend confirmation to each author in advance

of the event, along with a full map of
directions, including the display location
of the poster

nnWhere required, obtain any notes or

PowerPoint slides to be used at the event
and arrange presentations and equipment for
speakers and facilitators

Poster and Speaker Management–
Cost Breakdown
Please note that a ‘day’ is equivalent to 7 hours
of work

Internal Rate–£325 no VAT per day
External Rate–£390 including VAT
per day
Based on a two day event for 200 people with
30 posters and 60 speakers estimated costs
four days consultancy

Speaker Management
nnAgree speaker budget
nnSecure the main headline speakers as soon

as possible, in liaison with the committee,
so that they may be incorporated into the
marketing literature
nnEnsure that speakers receive confirmation in a

timely fashion
nnManage speaker contracts and fee payments

where relevant
nnEnsure that all speakers and workshop

facilitators are briefed on what is expected of
them before and during the event and ensure
all of their needs are met
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On–site Event Management
As part of our on–site event management option,
we will
nnPerform a pre–event site visit in order to

complete a thorough risk assessment, which
will would later be repeated on the day of
the event
nnCreate a running order for the event
nnGreet and register delegates as they arrive

at the venue, providing them with a delegate
pack and/or other relevant literature
nnManage a registration desk throughout the

event, acting as a point of call for all delegates
nnEnsure that all syndicate rooms have correct

and clear signage
nnBe onsite throughout the event–overseeing

and coordinating the event, ensuring that all
queries are answered, assisting any delegates,
coordinating the AV team, liaising with staff
and sponsors, and generally ensuring the
smooth running of the event
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On–Site Event Management– Cost
Breakdown
A day represents 12 hours

Event Manager

Internal Rate–£495 no VAT per day
External Rate–£594 including VAT per day

Event Coordinator

Internal Rate–£395 no VAT per day
External Rate–£474 including VAT per day
One Event Manager and Two Event
Coordinators are required to manage an
event for up to 200 people. York
Conferences and Mosaic Events strongly
recommend that one day of on-site event
management is booked for any residential
conference that is over 100 in attendance.
We have a proven track record that doing this
results in your eventing starting seamlessly.

Please note that there will always be a qualified
First Aider onsite as part of the events
management team.
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Additional Items
The following table details additional items and their costings; these can be purchased on top of
the above highlighted packages
Item

Internal – No VAT

External – Including VAT

Clip and Pin Badges

Internal–£1.60 per item

External–£1.92 per item

Plain Lanyard Badges

Internal–£2.50 per item

External–£3.00 per item

Email per time sent

Internal–£55.00 per email

External–£66.00 per email

Website Design per hour

Internal–£69.00 per hour

External–£82.80 per hour

Payment will also be required for any of the
following extras:
nnPostage costs for any couriered or

posted items
nnBought in mailing lists
nnCard transaction fees as part of delegate

registration (charged at 1.8% of the overall
transaction)
nnAccommodation and/or food expenses of

event management staff
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Mosaic Events have
been working with York
Conferences for three
years. This is what our
clients experienced:
Testimonials
We would like to thank Mosaic Events for
making the delegate management aspect
of the conference easier for us. Mosaic Events
responded quickly and efficiently to queries from
both us and the delegates. The reports that Mosaic
generated were useful and ensured we had the
information we needed in good time. I’ve run a lot
of events with York Conferences over the years
and I can safely say that Mosaic coming on board
has made this part of the process run even more
smoothly than it ever has before”
BOB FRENCH, DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER
SCIENCE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF YORK
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‘Adele and Mosaic Events have provided us
with an outstanding service. We worked in close
partnership in designing an attractive and functioning
website. I was particularly impressed with the attention
to detail together with the short response times
throughout the project. An outstanding service.’
DR GLENN HURST, DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

For further information on
Mosaic Events, please see our website
www.mosaicevents.co.uk
or call us on
01904 702 165
Mosaic Events are also Members of
the Association of British Professional
Conference Organisers.
www.abpco.org.uk

I’m emailing with sincere thanks from the
Housing Studies Association committee
for Mosaic’s stirling work organising our annual
conference last week. The conference itself went
very well and exceedingly smoothly from an
organisational point of view. I know all who have
liaised with your team have been very impressed by
their professionalism and efficiency. I wanted to
pass on this positive feedback about Sarah Welsh
and the rest of the team to you personally.”
DR BETH WATTS, CHAIR OF HOUSING
STUDIES ASSOCIATION
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